and we write Z(() for the center of (. The superscript F stands for invariants under F, the absolute Galois group of F, and %(Z(()r) stands for the group of connected components of Z(()r. The vertical bars are used to denote cardinality of a finite set. Finally, ker(F, Z(()) is the kernel of IIn'(ev,Z(6)), where the product is taken over all places v of F. A remark of Shelstad, mentioned on p. 169 of [L3] , leads us to expect a connection with Tamagawa numbers. In fact, r(G) turns out to be the relative Tamagawa number of G (the quotient of the Tamagawa number of G by the Tamagawa number of the simply connected cover of the derived group of G), as we prove in Section 5. Our formula generalizes formulas of Ono [O] for tori and semisimple groups and is related to a formula of Sansuc [Sa] .
This formula for the relative Tamagawa number is a special case of the following general principle. Consider an invariant of connected reductive groups over a local or global field. Assume that the invariant is trivial for semisimple simply connected groups. Then it should be possible to compute the invariant of G from the Galois module Z(G). In this paper we will consider two more illustrations of this principle. In Section 4 we consider a number field F and the invariant keP(F, G), the kernel of the Hasse map
H'(F, G)-> II H'(Fv, G).
For groups with no E 8 factors we show that there is a canonical bijection from kerl (F, G) to the dual of the finite abelian group kerl(F, Z(t)). In Section 6 we consider a p-adic field F and the invariant H(F, G) . We show that there is a canonical bijection from HI(F, G) to the dual of the finite abelian group
These results run parallel to results of Sansuc [Sa] , who uses Pic 6; and BrG (a certain subquotient of BrG), rather than Z(). In Section 2 we relate the two points of view by showing that PicG %(Z()r) and BrG H(F,Z()) for any connected reductive group G over an arbitrary field F. Sansuc also studies the failure of weak approximation. It is easy to reformulate his results in terms of Z(G); we leave this to the reader.
The proof of the agreement of the two expressions for t (G, H) is an exercise in Tate-Nakayama duality IT1], IT2]. For the convenience of the reader, we review this theory in Section 3, in the form best suited to our applications.
In Sections 1, 7, 10 we review L-groups, endoscopic groups and admissible homomorphisms. It is necessary to have a firm grasp on these before attempting the stabilization in Section 12.
We have made what we hope are some technical improvements in the presentation of this materialfor example, our endoscopic data are pairs, rather than sextuples, and our L-groups are not rigidified by choosing splittings. One effect of these modifications is that it is easier to handle isomorphisms and automorphisms, which works to our advantage in Section 11.
Section 9 gives a new approach to the main construction of Ch. VII of [L3] . The problem and its solution are stated in 9.2 and 9.3. In 9.5 we give a new approach to something else in Ch. VII of [L3] : a global obstruction to transferring a maximal F-torus in a quasi-split group H to an inner form G.
Three final comments are needed. First, it should be noted that algebraists will find little that is new in this paper, since our results on ker(F, G) and Tamagawa numbers are simply restatements of Sansuc's results, using Z() rather than Pic G and BraG. Those interested in the trace formula, however, may find our restatements useful, and it is for these readers that the remarks in 4.4, 5.3 are intended. As the remarks suggest, this paper has been written so as to give the reader a choice between translating Sansuc's results (this is shorter) and reproving them, by parallel methods, in terms of Z() rather than PicG and Brag (this is longer, but may seem more natural to those interested in the trace formula). In any case, the proofs require all of the important theorems on the By an induced F-module we mean a F-module that has a finite F-stable Z-basis. We say that an F-torus T is induced if X*(T) is an induced F-module. Let S be a 13-torus on which F acts. We say that S is induced if the F-module X* (S) Langlands dual group of G, rather than LG. We need the notion of a z-extension; for this we refer the reader to [K] .
We write %(X) for the set of connected components of a topological space X. We use this only for topological groups G, in which case %(G) is the group G/G , where G O is the identity component of G.
We write IX for the cardinality of a finite set X. Let X be an algebraic variety over F. Following [Sa] (T, B) where T is a maximal torus of G and B is a Borel subgroup of G that contains T. Given two pairs (T,B) and (T2,B2), the inner automorphisms a of G such that a(T)= T 2, a(B1)= B 2 all induce the same isomorphism T _7_)T2" In particular, we have canonical isomorphisms X*(T) X*(T2) and X,(T) X,(T). Let X* (resp. X,) denote the projective limit of the groups X*(T) (resp. X,(T)), where the limit is taken over the set of pairs (T,B). Let A* (resp. A,) denote the projective limit of the sets A*(T,B) (resp. A,(T, B)), where z*(T, B) is the set of simple B-positive roots of T, and A,(T, B) is the set of simple B-positive coroots of T. Then (X*, A*,X,, A,) is a based root datum, which we will denote by XI'o(G). 
is exact, then so is (1.8.1)
The following facts are also useful.
(1.8.2) X,(Z(t)) X*(G).
(1.8.
3) 3. Review of Tate-Nakayama duality. Duality for tori plays an important role in the theory of L-indistinguishability. In this application of duality theory only the groups Hr(F, T) are needed. Their behavior is simpler than that of the groups Hr(L/F, T), where L is a finite Galois extension of F. In this section we will review local and global duality for the groups Hr(F, T).
3.1. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field. The form of duality that we want can be found in a book by Shatz [S] , and our presentation will follow his. the finite groups H (F,X*(T)) and H (F, T) are dual, the discrete group H2(F,X*(T)) and compact group H(F, T) are dual.
3.2. Let F be an archimedean local field. Since F is finite, we have the reduced groups Hr(F,A) for any F-module A and any r Z. Let T be an F-torus. The pairing X*(T) T---> G induces cup-product pairings
under which the finite groups Ir(F,X*(T)) and /-2-r(F, T) 
3.4.4. The following three subgroups of Hr(F, T) are the same" (a) ker (F, T(F)),
]. We will denote this subgroup by ker'(F, T). There is a pairing (3.4.4.1) ker'(F,X*( T)) x ker3-r(F, T)--> O/Z for r 0, 1,2, 3, defined in the same way as for finite F-modules [T1] . For r 0, 3 the two groups being paired are trivial by 3.4.1. For r 1,2 the pairing is a perfect duality of finite groups. [Sa] [Sa] . Let fl be the map kerl(F,G)kerl(F,D) induced by G---) D. First we prove that fl is injective. By a twisting argument it is enough to prove that ker(/3) is trivial. We have an exact sequence 
which yields a long exact sequence (see Corollary 2.3)
globally and locally. Since Z is induced, rro(Z *r) --0 both globally,and locally, and furthermore kerl(F,)=0. It follows easily that ker(F,Z(G))--)kerl(F, Z(O)) is an isomorphism.
Next we prove (b). We have an exact sequence 
In this form it is not necessary to assume that G has no E 8 factors (since the simply connected form of E has trivial center, any E factor of G is indeed, as the name suggests, a direct factor of G). For a torus T we have %(7r) H 1(F, X*(T)), and we recover a formula of Ono [O] . For a semisimple group G we have Z(G)= X*(C), where C is the kernel of Gs-G, and we again recover a formula of Ono [O] . 5 It is trivial that 7 satisfies the first property; that it satisfies the second two properties follows from Corollary 10.5 of Sansuc [Sa] . Note that E factors again cause no trouble. The fact that G-71(G) is uniquely characterized by the three properties above is obvious, since z-extensions exist for any G. If char(F)v 0, the statement of the lemma must be interpreted with some care" C= S X GGder, and therefore C may be a nonreduced scheme. To construct G' we first define j" C' --) Gsc S Z by j(c') (c', p(c'), i(c')), and then we put G' Gsc S Z/j(C'). Define a" G' G by a(g,s,z) p(g).
s-. It is easy to see that a is well defined and surjective. Furthermore, ker a is isomorphic to Z and is central in G'. We will show that Ge is simply connected by checking that the homomorphism GscO G' defined by g-->(g, 1, 1) is an embedding. Clearly ker(Gs---) G') is a subgroup of ker(Gsc G), which is in turn a subgroup of C'. This reduces us to showing that the homomorphism C' G' defined by c' -(c', 1, 1) has trivial kernel. But this homomorphism factors through the subgroup C' S Z/j(C') of G'. Call this subgroup S'. If we compose C' S' with the homomorphism S'---> Z defined by (c',s,z)-i(c').
z-l, we get the embedding i. Therefore C' S' has trivial kernel. (H G) . The exact sequence ---) C---) Z Gsc H---) maps to both of the exact sequences 
) ( T/ F) 3[@(T/A)/im(@(T/F)) D,
whose kernel consists of all the elements of (T/F) which have trivial image in (T/Fv) for every place v of F.
$. t(G,H)
. Let F be a number field, and let G be a connected reductive group over F. To each endoscopic triple (H,s,l) for G, Langlands [L3] has associated a constant t(G,H), needed to stabilize the trace formula for G. This constant depends on s and /, as well as H, although the notation may suggest otherwise. First we will recall the definition of t(G,H), and then in 8.3 we will find a new expression for it. 8.1. We will write , (H,s, rl) , or just , for the order of the group A(H,s,r/) (see 7.5 and 7.6.1); , depends only on the isomorphism class of (H,s,,1).
Let T be a maximal F-torus of G. Following Langlands [L3], we define a number t(F, T, G) by putting ff F, T, G) Iker[e(T/F)-->@(T/A)] I(T/F)I-'.
Let (H, s, /) be an elliptic endoscopic triple for G, and let p: G* ---) G be an inner twisting, where G* is a quasi-split inner form of G. Any maximal F-torus T/ of H gives rise to a maximal F-torus Ta. of G*, well-defined up to stable conjugacy (see [L3] ). Using the fact that (H,s, rl 9.1. Consider the unramified situation. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field with valuation ring 0, and assume that G, H, T are unramified over F (quasi-split over F and split over an unramified extension of F). Let x 0 be a hyperspecial point in the building of G over F, and let K Staba(F)(X0)" Then x0 determines a smooth o-structure on G (see [Ti] ) for which G(OL)= Staba(L) (X0) We have iI(T(L)) C G(oL), and therefore x 0 belongs to the apartment of il(T). We also have il(T(0t))C g-. G(0L) g, and therefore g-. x 0 also belongs to the apartment of i1(T); from this it follows that g-i(T(o)).G(o), and without loss of generality we may In (9.2.4) the subscript w on and i(v) denotes extension of scalars to F w. We have three actions on -0:
g). (i, i(t ). g) (t Ts(A)).
We have the following compatibilities: 
The image of c in (T/F) D is the obstruction we want, but before we can prove this we need to establish some preliminary results.
9.4. We retain the notation of 9.2 and 9.3. It is easy to find a 1-cocycle of F in Tsc(Ap)/T(F) that represents the cohomology class c. We choose (i, g) --and extend i" T-G to an P-isomorphism i" H-7+ G (recall that H is a quasi-split inner form of G). Then is an inner twisting (up to conjugation by G it is the same as k" H G); therefore we can choose, The first step in proving that the sets (a) and (b) are equal is to note that neither set changes when G is replaced by a z-extension G' of G (see 7.8). Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that Gdr is simply connected. Let D G/Gder. (R) . Then G is defined over R. An admissible homomorphism q: W F LG is said to be tempered if the image of cP(WF) in Gal(K/F)< G is relatively compact in Gal(K/F)< for every finite Galois extension K/F that splits G. Let eP:WF-LG be a tempered admissible homomorphism. In the local case, Langlands [L3] conjectures that the group (R) controls the L-packet H(tp) (see [Sh] for the archimedean case). In the global case, Labesse and Langlands [L-L] 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is obvious from (10.2.4). The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Lemma 3.5 of [B] (R) ,, (R).
11. Admissible homomorphisms for endoscopic groups. Let F be a number field and let G be a connected reductive group over F. In this section we will study the relationship between elliptic admissible homomorphisms for G and elliptic admissible homomorphisms for the elliptic endoscopic groups of G. We will use these results when we discuss the stabilization of the trace formula for G.
11.1. Let (H, s, (11.2.3.1) im ker'(r, Z( ))-kerl(r, Z(/))], (11.2.3.2) im[(R) --> ker(F, Z()) (see 10.2 for the definition of (R),,joker (F,Z(H))). We need some temporary notation. We will write A for cok'[kerl(F,Z())--->kerl(F,Z(H))] and B for the cokernel of the composition (R) (11.2.3 
Consider the homomorphism a(R)- (R) q induced by the inclusion aS S. An easy calculation shows that (11.2.3.4) imI (
Another easy calculation, which uses the fact that (H,s,,/) and p are elliptic,
shows that (11.2.3.5) ker[ a --> (R) (R) . Write ((R)) for the centralizer of in (R) . Then I(%),1-'= I(R)l -I, where the first sum is taken over (H e s, 7) o and the second sum is taken over a set of representatives q for the Z(G)-equivalence classes of admissible homomorphisms for n that map to ([p] ,[])under (11.3 .1).
We will use the proposition when we discuss the stabilization of the trace formula. The remainder of this section will be devoted to a proof of the proposition. (R) is independent of the representative of ()).
We define a map f: U--)X by sending (S, Oo,,(q) (H,s, q) choose an L-homomorphism /" CH---)CG that extends ,/" ---)(. Here Te(f) is the elliptic regular part of the trace formula for f, and STe(f) is the elliptic G-regular part of the stable trace formula for f.
We would like to have the same result for the other side of the trace formula.
That is, we want to have (12.2) Tc(f) ,(G,H)ST(f ), H,s,rl) where To(f) is the tempered cuspidal part of the trace formula for f and STc (f) is the tempered G-cuspidal part of the trace formula for fH. In order to account for all of the tempered cuspidal automorphic representations of G, Langlands [L2] STc(f)= l l -l
(1,r>trr(f).
[1 ,en() Let (H,s, ) .R ecall that we have chosen an extension ,/'" LH---)
LG of "q. Let
'L F---)LH be a tempered admissible homomorphism, and let /' o q. Then the function fn should have the property that (12.7)
(1,r)trr(fn)= (,r)trr(f), r l-I(q) r l'I() where s is the image of /(s) Sw in (R) . Thus the stabilization (12.2) that we are trying to obtain is equivalent to the equality of (H,s,) (H,s,n) where the last sum is taken over those [[pl] that map to ([9] ,[e]) under (11.3 .1). However, Proposition 11.3.2 tells us that the (12.11) and (12.12) are equal. Therefore (12.9) and (12.10) are equal. This finishes the stabilization of the tempered cuspidal part of the trace formula for G.
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